To examine when the manufacturer and dominant retailer open their own Internet stores and how setting prices to ensure opening Internet stores are profitable. We consider a two-echelon supply chain with one manufacturer and one dominant retailer. The retailer has a physical store in a monopolist market. Depending on whether the Internet stores are opened successfully by them, we firstly obtain equilibrium prices and profits under four possible supply chain structures. Secondly, we identify several strategic conditions when it is optimal to open an Internet store for the manufacturer and dominant retailer and discuss its implications. It is interesting to note that multichannel retailing is not necessarily the best strategy for the dominant retailer. In addition, we investigate the impacts of problem parameters (the dominant retailer's bargaining power and consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store) on the manufacturer and dominant retailer's pricing policies. We find that the manufacturer's optimal price at her Internet store is not always being lower than the dominant retailer's. Finally, we conduct numerical examples to illustrate the theoretical results.
Introduction
The Internet environment enables some companies to try to open their own Internet stores. In practice, the manufacturers (such as Apple, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Dell, Nike, and Samsung) sell their products through both retailer's physical store and its Internet store. And some retailers also open Internet stores and keep their physical stores in place, such as Wal-Mart, Best Buy, Barnes & Noble, Office Depot, Staples, GOME, and Suning Appliance, among others. However, it is acknowledged that some well-known manufacturers, such as Acer, Colgate, Gillette, and Tylenol, only sell their products exclusively through retailer's physical store, and they do not open their Internet store. On the retailers' side, such as 7-Eleven and Carrefour, they do not provide the Internet stores, so consumers can only purchase products from their physical stores [1] . Consequently, a question arises. The question is that why the Internet store sometimes was opened by the manufacturers, whereas in other cases the Internet stores are opened by the retailers.
In the manufacturer's point of view, opening an Internet store not only motivates the downstream retailer to perform more effectively but also mitigates supply chain's double marginalization problem [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, some smart consumers often get more product information and experience from the retailers' physical stores but shift to purchasing their ideal product from the manufacturer' Internet store with a lower price. Thus, these consumers' buying behavior may reduce the retailer's profit. To cope with the above free-riding problem, some retailers have no choice but to open their own Internet stores and keep physical stores in place [8] [9] [10] . Moreover, the retailers (such as Wal-Mart, Best Buy, Barnes & Noble, and Office Depot) sell an identical product with the same price across their Internet stores and physical stores. In their views, these pricing policies can retain the advantage of their retail services and increase their sales base due to customers purchasing from their Internet stores. Those successful retailers are well known as "category killers" or "dominant retailers. " However, the first paragraph illustrates that neither each manufacturer nor each retailer 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering opens their own Internet stores. In addition, as Iyer and Villas-Boas [11] , Dukes and Liu [12] point out that the key measurements of supply chain members features such as the dominant retailer's bargaining power in the supply chain and the consumers' disutility buying from Internet store may influence the conditions for opening an Internet store.
Although these emerging trends are particularly noticeable in the E-commerce market, there is scant literature addressing the interactions between manufacturer and dominant retailer whether to open their own Internet stores with different setup costs in a supply chain. To fill this gap in the literature, we answer the following critical problems faced by the manufacturer and dominant retailer. (2) How would the manufacturer and dominant retailer differentially set retail price between their Internet stores to ensure that opening an Internet store is profitable in a competition environment?
(3) How do the manufacturer and dominant retailer adjust their pricing policies according to the dominant retailer's bargaining power in the supply chain and the consumers' disutility buying from Internet store?
Our work is intended to develop game-theoretic models to gain insights into these problems. To this end, we first formulate four possible supply chain structures (T-channel, RD-channel, MD-channel, and M-channel), which depend on whether the Internet stores are opened by the manufacturer and dominant retailer. Meanwhile, we analyse and compare the manufacturer and dominant retailer's optimal pricing policies and equilibrium profits among four supply chain structures. Our analysis suggests that no matter who opens an Internet store, the player opening Internet store will affect the supply chain structure and optimal pricing policies in different ways. It should be noted that both the manufacturer and dominant retailer's optimal choices for opening an Internet store are largely determined by their respective setup costs, which are closely related to the dominant retailer's bargaining power and consumers' disutility buying from Internet store.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature and shows our contributions in more detail. In Section 3, we describe the models and propose some assumptions related to our study. In Section 4, we first present the equilibrium outcomes among the different supply chain structures and then discuss the strategic conditions for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open an Internet store. In Section 5, we investigate the impacts of the dominant retailer's bargaining power and consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store on both the manufacturer and dominant retailer's pricing strategies. In Section 6, we illustrate the theoretical results by numerical examples. We conclude the results and managerial implications and suggest topics for future research in Section 7. All relevant proofs are relegated to the appendix.
Literature Review
There is a growing amount of literature on the Internet channel management strategies in electronic commerce era. However, most of them focus on the competitive pricing decisions and channel coordination problem, in which the manufacturer sells products through both retailer's physical store and its Internet store, which is called dual-channel supply chain. In particular, a large amount of literature explore the price-setting game in a dual-channel environment [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In addition, it should be noted that when the manufacturer opens an Internet store as its direct channel, consumers have alternatives to choose store that is better suited to their needs; then the retailer's profit may reduce and result in "channel conflict. " Therefore, a considerable body of research also exists on channel conflict and coordination in the dual-channel supply chain [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In those studies, they show that a manufacturer would choose one contract (i.e., quantity discounts or two-part tariffs, profit sharing contract) to coordinate the distribution channel. However, all the above papers are devoted to discussing the manufacturer and retailer's pricing strategies and channel coordination but neglect the dominance of retailer and by default the retailer is unable to open an Internet store.
Although our research is also related to the literature on the dominant retailer opening an Internet store, the literature is limited. Yao and Liu [28] propose the mixed retail and etail distribution channels and discuss the dominant retailer's pricing strategy when opening an Internet store. Liu et al. [29] develop a game-theoretical model to show that a brick-andmortar retailer can open an Internet store to preempt the etailor's entry. Cheng and Nault [30] study how existing market coverage affects the outcome of opening an Internet store game between an existing retailer and a new entrant. Zhang [31] studies the retailer's multichannel (between Internet store and physical store) and price advertising decisions. Huang and Swaminathan [32] study the optimal pricing strategies when a product is sold in two stores such as Internet store and physical store. It should be noted that the authors focus on the dominant retailer having the ability to open an Internet store but does not consider the interactions with manufacturer in a supply chain and neglect the dominant retailer's bargaining power in the distribution channel.
In contrast to the papers that are investigated above, our work differs in two important aspects. First, in the light of the manufacturer and dominant retailer having tried to open their Internet store, we assume that both of them are able to commit whether to open an Internet store in a supply chain and attempt to provide theoretical insights into the strategic conditions and pricing policies for them to open an Internet store. Interestingly, we find that the dominant retailer opening an Internet store can induce the manufacturer to open an Internet store to compete with him, and the manufacturer's optimal price at her Internet store is not always being lower than the dominant retailer's. Second, in order to characterize the dominant retailer's bargaining power in the distribution channel, we assume that the wholesale price between manufacturer and dominant retailer is derived by means of the bargaining process. In our study, we note that the dominant retailer's bargaining power plays a critical role in influencing equilibrium prices and profits in the distribution system, as well as the strategic conditions for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open an Internet store.
Model Fundamentals
Consider a two-echelon supply chain consisting of one manufacturer, denoted by M (referred to as "she"), and one dominant retailer with a physical store in a monopolist market, denoted by R (referred to as "he"), who sells the products of the manufacturer to the consumers. With the prevailing popularity of consumers purchasing products online, they have to redesign their distribution channel structures. Before establishing the models, we give some assumptions related to this study as follows.
Assumption 1.
The manufacturer produces the product at a constant unit (marginal) cost which is normalized to zero and sells product to the dominant retailer with a wholesale price j = (1 − ) j in the j-channel, which is derived by means of the bargaining process, where j is the retail price charged by the dominant retailer in the j-channel, and the value of ∈ (0, 1) denotes his bargaining power. The wholesale price that is determined in the supply chain by a negotiation process is similar to the previous researches such as [11, 12] .
Assumption 2.
The dominant retailer acts as a Stackelberg price leader in the distribution channel, and his physical store has located at the left end point of a Hotelling linear city bounded between zero and one, as seen in the previous literature [29, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Without loss of generality, we assume that the size of the market is one, and consumers are uniformly distributed over the line of the city with a unit travel cost ( > 0) for traveling to the dominant retailer's physical store to shop, and each consumer buys at most one unit of the product.
Assumption 3.
The dominant retailer sets the same price across his physical store and Internet store. In marketing practice, some dominant retailers, such as Circuit City, Tiffany, Gap, and Staples, fully integrate their offline and online operations, which can make consumer not figure out whether it is cheaper to purchase from its physical stores and Internet stores. In fact, this assumption is similar to [29, 31, 38] .
Assumption 4. The value of consumers willing to pay for the product is sufficiently large ( > ), so as to ensure the full market coverage. Otherwise, the dominant retailer never opens a physical store to serve consumers.
Assumption 5.
If a consumer chooses to purchase the product from the Internet stores (MIS or RIS), the purchasing incurs a unit disutility ( > 0). To ensure that at least one of the manufacturers and the dominant retailer has an incentive to Table 2 M's wholesale price MIS's price PS/RIS's price M's profit R's profit
open an Internet store, let < in our study, which is similar to previous studies [3, 14, 17] . Consumers' disutility capturing various factors makes online shopping inconvenient, such as quality uncertainty (e.g., the inability to touch and feel), discomfort with online security, waiting time until delivery, and shipping charge.
Based on the above assumptions, it is clear that, for a consumer located at ∈ [0, 1], he will get utilities PS = − − when purchasing the product from the dominant retailer's physical store, and MIS = − − when purchasing the product from the manufacturer's Internet store, and RIS = − − when purchasing the product from the dominant retailer's Internet store.
Equilibrium Outcomes and Strategic Conditions for Opening an Internet Store
In this section, we first present the equilibrium outcomes among the different channel structures and then discuss the strategic conditions for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open their Internet stores. The equilibrium outcomes are given by the following Lemmas 6 and 7, and the proofs are provided in Appendix A. Table 1 .
Equilibrium Outcomes

Lemma 6. In the T-channel, MD-channel, and RD-channel, the equilibrium prices and profits for the manufacturer and dominant retailer can be summarized as shown in
Lemma 7.
In the M-channel, the equilibrium prices and profits for manufacturer and dominant retailer can be summarized as shown in Table 2 .
From Lemmas 6 and 7, we observe that no matter the manufacturer and dominant retailer open an Internet store will affect the supply chain structure and equilibrium prices and profits in different ways. Let T-channel be a benchmark; we note that the dominant retailer should lower retail price only when his Internet store in the market, and when the setup cost of opening an Internet store < ( − ), then he can get more profit than that of not opening an Internet store. In addition, we find that when the manufacturer and dominant retailer open their Internet stores simultaneously, if consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), the manufacturer can set the retail price at her Internet store same to the dominant retailer's retail price. However, if consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > /3), the equilibrium prices are same to the case of the manufacturer only open an Internet store, that is, MD-channel. Furthermore, the manufacturer's profit does not change, but the dominant retailer's profit decreases. Therefore, we will discuss the strategic conditions for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open an Internet store according to the equilibrium profits among the different channel structures.
Strategic Conditions for Opening an Internet
Store. Now, as one of the critical problems to obtain the strategic conditions for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open an Internet store, we compare the equilibrium profits in RDchannel, MD-channel, and M-channel to the equilibrium profits in T-channel and compare the equilibrium profits in M-channel to the equilibrium profits in RD-channel and MD-channel, respectively. The following propositions and corollaries summarize the strategic conditions and its implications. The proofs are given in Appendix B.
Proposition 8. Suppose that the manufacturer has not opened an Internet store; when the setup cost of opening an Internet store by the dominant retailer < ( − ), he can begin to open an Internet store.
Proposition 8 implies that under the condition of the manufacturer has not opened an Internet store, only when the setup cost of opening an Internet store is relatively small, the dominant retailer will get more profit than that of not opening an Internet store. Otherwise, his profit will decrease due to costly setup cost.
Obviously, an immediate consequence of above propositions is the following corollary. Proposition 10 implies that, under the condition of the dominant retailer has not opened an Internet store, only when the setup cost of opening an Internet store is relatively small, the manufacturer will get more profit than that of not opening an Internet store. Otherwise, her profit will decrease due to costly setup cost.
Based on Proposition 10, we have the following corollary. Proposition 12 implies that consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store plays an important role for opening Internet stores simultaneously by the manufacturer and dominant retailer. And only when the setup costs of opening Internet stores by them are relatively small, respectively, then both will get more profit than that of not opening Internet stores. Otherwise, their profits will decrease due to costly setup costs.
It should be noted that the upper bounds of and are related to for a given in Proposition 12, so we have the following corollary. Proposition 14 implies that, under the condition of the dominant retailer has operated an Internet store, consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store also plays an important role in opening an Internet store by the manufacturer. And only when the setup cost of opening an Internet store is relatively small, then the manufacturer will get more profit than that of not opening an Internet store. Otherwise, her profit will decrease due to costly set-up cost.
Based on Proposition 14, we have the following corollary. Based on aforementioned propositions, we now show when do the manufacturer and dominant retailer open their own Internet stores to a traditional supply chain and how do they set prices after opening Internet stores in Table 3 .
Analytical Results on Both Players' Pricing Policies
From Lemmas 6 and 7, we know that the T-channel and RD-channel are monopoly settings. So the dominant retailer charges the optimal monopoly price and sells the product to all consumers. However, under the MD-channel and Mchannel, the manufacturer and dominant retailer engage in price competition. To investigate the impacts of the dominant retailer's bargaining power and consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store on the manufacturer and dominant retailer's pricing strategies, we obtain the following propositions, and the proofs are provided in Appendix C. (1) she should also lower the price to induce consumers to purchase the product from her Internet store as the increasing dominant retailer's bargaining power; otherwise, the dominant retailer will also provide price incentives for consumers to buy the product from his physical store;
(2) if the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., < 2/3), she should raise the price in her Internet store with increasing consumers' disutility; However, if the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively larger (i.e., > 2/3), she should cut down the price in her Internet store with increasing consumers' disutility; (3) if consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > /3), she must provide strong price incentives for consumers to purchase the product from her Internet store; otherwise her profits will cut down owing to some consumers buying the product from the dominant retailer's physical store; on the contrary, the dominant retailer will provide strong price incentives for consumers to purchase the product from his physical store when consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), then the manufacturer's retail price is higher than the dominant retailer's. If and only if consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store satisfies = /3, the manufacturer can set her retail price to be equal to the dominant retailer's.
Proposition 20. Suppose that both the manufacturer and dominant retailer can open their Internet stores simultaneously, then.
( (1) If consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), both of them can set same price and lower prices as the increasing consumers' disutility. On the contrary, if consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > /3), the manufacturer must provide lower price incentives than the dominant retailer, which may induce consumers to purchase the product from her Internet store. It should be pointed out that when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., < 2/3), the manufacturer's price increases with increasing consumers' disutility, but when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively larger (i.e., > 2/3), the manufacturer's retail price decreases with increasing consumers' disutility.
(2) When consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), the dominant retailer's price decreases reduce with increasing consumers' disutility, but when consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > /3), the dominant retailer's price decreases with increasing consumers' disutility. Speaking frankly, that is the dominant retailer's smart pricing strategies. The dominant retailer will raise the retail price when most of consumers with a large disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store buy the product from his physical store and lower the retail price when most of consumers with a small disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store buy the product from the manufacturer's Internet store.
Proposition 21. Given that the dominant retailer's bargaining power, we obtain the following results about the manufacturer's wholesale price under RD-channel, MD-channel, and Mchannel:
(1)
RD / = −(1 − ) < 0;
Proposition 21 indicates that the manufacturer should set the wholesale prices differentially across the RD-channel, MD-channel, and M-channel and raise or lower the wholesale prices in the light of consumers' disutility of buying the product from Internet store. More specifically, the manufacturer can lower the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility of buying the product from Internet store in the RD-channel, but in the MD-channel, she can raise the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store. However, in the M-channel, when the consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), she can lower the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility, but when consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > /3), she should raise the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility.
Proposition 22. Given that the dominant retailer's bargaining power, we obtain the following results about the manufacturer's retail price at her Internet store under MD-channel and Mchannel.
( MD-channel and M-channel and raise or lower the prices in the light of consumers' disutility of buying the product from Internet store. More specifically, if the consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), the manufacturer can raise the retail price at her Internet store with increasing consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., < 2/3) and the dominant retailer does not open Internet store. However, if the dominant retailer also opens an Internet store, the manufacturer should lower the retail price at her Internet store so as to attract consumers to buy the product from her Internet store. On the contrary, if the consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > /3) and the dominant retailer also opens an Internet store, then the manufacturer should set the same price with the dominant retailer's and adjust the price following the dominant retailer.
Proposition 23. Given that the dominant retailer's bargaining power, we obtain the following results about dominant retailer's retail price under RD-channel, MD-channel, and M-channel:
(1) If < /3, then RD / = −1 < 0, MD / = 1/2 > 0, and M / = −1/ < 0.
Proposition 23 indicates that no matter when the consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store is small or larger, the dominant retailer should lower the retail price with increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store in the RD-channel, but in the MD-channel, he always raises the retail price with increasing consumers' disutility. However, in the M-channel, when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < /3), he should lower the price with increasing consumers' disutility, but when consumers' disutility is relatively larger (i.e., > /3), he can set the price same as the price in the MD-channel and raise the price with increasing consumers' disutility.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we present numerical examples to illustrate the theoretical results about impacts of consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store on the manufacturer and dominant retailer's pricing policies with different bargaining power for the dominant retailer's among RD-channel, MDchannel, and M-channel, which are summarized in Figures  2-11 , where = 14, = 6, ∈ (0, 6), and = 0.2, = 0.8. The parameters' values satisfy the assumptions in Section 3 in order to make the models feasible and meaningful.
Comparing Figure 2 with Figure 3 , we can observe that when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., = 0.2); both of them can increase prices as increasing consumers' disutility of purchasing from Internet store in MD-channel. However, when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively larger (i.e., = 0.8), the manufacturer has no choice but to lower the retail price so as to attract consumers to buy the product from her Internet store. In addition, Figures 2 and 3 show that when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < 2), the manufacturer can set her retail price to be larger than the dominant retailer's. However, when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > 2), the manufacturer can set her retail price to be lower than the dominant retailer's.
Figures 4 and 5 show that when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < 2), both the manufacturer and dominant retailer should lower prices to increase consumers' disutility buying from Internet Mathematical Problems in Engineering store. It is noted that the rate of change of manufacturer's retail price with respect to consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is equal to that of dominant retailer's retail price. However, when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > 2), if the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., = 0.2), the manufacturer can raise retail price following the dominant retailer as increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store; if the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively larger (i.e., = 0.8), the manufacturer should cut down the retail price in her Internet store with increasing consumers' disutility. Figures 6 and 7 show that no matter whether the dominant retailer's bargaining power is small or large, the manufacturer can raise the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store in the MDchannel, but in the RD-channel, the manufacturer should lower the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility. However, in the M-channel, when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < 2), the manufacturer should lower the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility; when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > 2), the manufacturer can raise the wholesale price with increasing consumers' disutility and set the wholesale price the same as in the MD-channel. Figures 8 and 9 show that when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., = 0.2) in the MD-channel, the manufacturer can raise retail price with increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store, but when the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively larger (i.e., = 0.8), the manufacturer should lower retail price with increasing consumers' disutility. However, in the M-channel, no matter whether the dominant retailer's bargaining power is small or large, when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < 2), the manufacturer should lower retail price with increasing consumers' disutility, but when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is relatively larger (i.e., > 2), if the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively small (i.e., = 0.2), the manufacturer can raise retail price with increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store; if the dominant retailer's bargaining power is relatively larger (i.e., = 0.8), the manufacturer should lower retail price with increasing consumers' disutility. Figures 10 and 11 show that no matter whether the dominant retailer's bargaining power is small or larger, he always lowers the retail price with increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store in the RD-channel, but in the MD-channel, he always raises the retail price with increasing consumers' disutility. However, in the M-channel, when consumers' disutility buying from Internet store is low enough (i.e., < 2), the dominant retailer should lower retail price with increasing consumers' disutility, but when consumers' disutility is relatively larger (i.e., > 2), the dominant retailer can raise retail price with increasing consumers' disutility buying from Internet store. after they open their Internet stores and discuss the impacts of the dominant retailer's bargaining power and consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store on the manufacturer and dominant retailer's pricing strategies. Finally, we conduct numerical examples to illustrate the theoretical results.
Conclusions and Future Research
We obtain some new results differing from those in the literature. We find that the optimal choices for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open an Internet store are largely determined by their respective setup costs, which are closely related to the dominant retailer's bargaining power and consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store. It is worth mentioning that multichannel retailing for the dominant retailer is not necessarily the best strategy. In other words, if the dominant retailer opens an Internet store, the marketing plan for him to attract more consumers by charging a lower price is impossible to achieve, and he can induce the manufacturer to open an Internet store to compete with him. Only when the setup cost for the dominant retailer to open an Internet store is sufficiently low, then he is profitable.
What is more, we also find that the manufacturer's optimal price at her Internet store is not always being lower than the dominant retailer's. For example, if the consumers' disutility of buying from Internet store is sufficiently high, the manufacturer must provide strong price incentives for consumers to purchase the product from the Internet store.
Although this research provides new insights for the manufacturer and dominant retailer to open an Internet store and set prices in a supply chain, there are several directions that could be extended. First, this study assumed that all information is known to the manufacturer and dominant retailer in our model. However, information could be asymmetric in the supply chain since both players have private information about their own internal variable costs, for example, the setup cost of opening an Internet store, customers' purchase patterns, and search costs. Therefore, we can explore the competitive equilibrium under asymmetric information settings. Second, we assume that consumers' disutility of buy from Internet store is independent of the unit transportation cost, which can be relaxed in the future research. Third, trade credit is widely used in practice and has important impact on supply chain management [39] [40] [41] . In recent years, trade credit has become one of the major transactions between suppliers and retailers in a value chain. For example, Wal-Mart, Carrefour, and GOME (a large Chinese home appliance chain retailer) even delayed payments to their suppliers for as long as one year [42] . Hence, it is worthy to understand how the trade credit affects supply channel configuration together with pricing strategies in the E-commerce market. A final issue worthy of investigation is how different types of customers affect the manufacturer and dominant retailer's channel selection strategies. We leave these questions for future research. There is only the dominant retailer's physical store in the market. So the dominant retailer acts as a monopolist and optimally charges a price − such that the market is just covered. For the manufacturer, given that the dominant retailer's optimal retail price, the optimal wholesale price is T = (1 − )( − ). Since the manufacturer produces the product at a constant unit (marginal) cost which is normalized to zero, and the market is just covered, that is, the size of the market is one, the profit for the manufacturer is ∏ T = (1 − )( − ). Accordingly, the profit for the dominant retailer is ∏ T = ( − ). (2) In RD-channel, only the dominant retailer opens an Internet store (RIS). If a consumer locates at a distance from physical store (PS), he will get a net utility of by purchasing the product from PS, and a net utility of by purchasing the product from RIS. To ensure the full market coverage, the dominant retailer charges the monopoly price − across his two stores and sells the product to all consumers. For the manufacturer, given the dominant retailer's optimal retail price, the optimal wholesale price is RD = (1 − )( − ). Since the manufacturer produces the product at a constant unit (marginal) cost which is normalized to zero and the size of the market is one, the profits for the manufacturer and dominant retailer are ∏ RD = (1 − )( − ) and ∏ RD = ( − ), respectively.
(3) In MD-channel, the manufacturer opens an Internet store, but dominant retailer does not. So consumers can have convenient access to the product through the dominant retailer's physical store (PS) at price or the manufacturer's Internet store (MIS) at price ; their decision about which store to buy revolves around the comparison of their net utility derived from PS PS = − − and MIS = − − by buying the product from MIS. Therefore, the marginal consumers are located at = ( − + )/ . So the profit functions for the manufacturer and dominant retailer can be written as
Under the assumption proposed in Section 3, the dominant retailer is the price leader and the manufacturer is the follower. As before, the game is solved backwards. In this market, we firstly need to calculate the manufacturer's optimal price given any dominant retailer's price.
The manufacturer's reaction function can be derived from the first-order condition:
Taking the first-order derivative of (A.4) with respect to and letting the derivative be zero, we have
Given the wholesale price bargaining process, we can obtain the manufacturer's optimal wholesale price MD = (1 − )( + )/2 and substituting (A.5) into (A.3), we get the manufacturer's optimal retail price:
Substituting (A.5) and (A.6) into (A.1) and (A.2), we can obtain the equilibrium profits for the manufacturers and dominant retailer, respectively:
Proof of Lemma 7. In the M-channel, both the manufacturer and dominant retailer simultaneously open their own Internet stores; then customers are able to purchase a product either from the dominant retailer's physical store (PS) or from the alternative Internet stores (MIS/RIS). They can get a net utility of PS = − − by buying the product from PS and a net utility of MIS = − − by buying the product from MIS and a net utility of RIS = − − by buying the product from RIS.
According to the basic model, we know that the dominant retailer first makes pricing decision as the price leader, and the manufacturer is the follower. If the dominant retailer charges a price higher than the manufacturer's price ( > ), then no consumer will buy the product from his Internet store. Under this condition, the dominant retailer makes no sale in his Internet store and makes a profit of − . Therefore, the demand functions for the manufacturer's Internet store and dominant retailer's physical store are given, respectively, as follows:
Hence, the manufacturer's profit function can be written as
(A.10)
From the first-order condition, we have
Given the condition of > , this implies that > ( − )/ . However, when ≤ ( − )/ and > , we always have ∏ M / = [(2 − ) − 2 + − ]/ > 0. Therefore, the manufacturer optimally sets its price at = , and her optimal pricing schedule is as follows:
Given the manufacturer's pricing schedule, the dominant retailer's profit is given as follows:
Under the condition of > ( − )/ , the dominant retailer's profit is
(A.14)
Taking the first-order derivative of (A.14) with respect to , and letting the derivative be zero, we have M = ( + )/2 .
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B. Strategic Conditions for Opening an Internet Store
Proofs of Proposition 8 and Corollary 9. From Lemma 6, we analyse the equilibrium profits for the dominant retailer between the T-channel and RD-channel and note that only when < ( − ), then ∏ RD > ∏ T . This implies that as long as the setup cost of opening an Internet store satisfies < ( − ) ≜ 1 , it is always optimal to open an Internet store for the dominant retailer. In addition, we note that 1 / = − < 0. So the dominant retailer's strategic motive for opening an Internet store would be weakened by increasing consumers' disutility of purchasing a product from Internet store. In addition, we note that 2 / = [4 − (7 − )]/8 and find when 0 < < 4 /(7 − ), then 2 / > 0, and when 4 /(7 − ) < < 1, then 2 / < 0.
Proofs of Proposition
Proofs of Proposition 12 and Corollary 13.
From Lemmas 6 and 7, we analyse the equilibrium profits for the manufacturer and dominant retailer between the T-channel and M-channel; we note that under the condition of < /3, only when the setup costs of opening an Internet store for the manufacturer and dominant retailer simultaneously satisfy 
